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Points: 100 Assignment 1: Essay


Criteria
Â 


Unacceptable
Below 60% F


Meets
Minimum


Expectations
60-69% D


Â 
Fair


70-79% C


Â 
Proficient
80-89% B


Â 
Exemplary
90-100% A


1. Clearly
state the â
€œmysteryâ€
and provide a
brief
summary of
at least two
(2)
reasonable
and scholarly
theories
which could
explain the
mystery.
Because
some
theories may
sound far-
fetched,
include the
source or
promoter of
each theory â
€“ such as a
scientist, a
historian, a
theologian,
etc.
Weight: 40%


Did not submit
or incompletely
stated the â
€œmysteryâ€.
Did not submit
or incompletely
provided a brief
summary of at
least two
reasonable
and scholarly
(2) theories
which could
explain the
mystery. Did
not submit or
incompletelyÂ 
included the
source or
promoter of
each theory â€“
such as a
scientist, a
historian, a
theologian, etc.


Insufficiently
stated the â
€œmysteryâ€
and provided a
brief summary
of at least two
reasonable
and scholarly
(2) theories
which could
explain the
mystery.
InsufficientlyÂ 
included the
source or
promoter of
each theory â
€“ such as a
scientist, a
historian, a
theologian, etc.


Partially
stated the â
€œmysteryâ
€ and
provided a
brief
summary of
at least two
reasonable
and
scholarly (2)
theories
which could
explain the
mystery.
PartiallyÂ 
included the
source or
promoter of
each theory
â€“ such as
a scientist, a
historian, a
theologian,
etc.


Satisfactorily
stated the â
€œmysteryâ€
and provided
a brief
summary of at
least two
reasonable
and scholarly
(2) theories
which could
explain the
mystery.
SatisfactorilyÂ 
included the
source or
promoter of
each theory â
€“ such as a
scientist, a
historian, a
theologian,
etc.


Thoroughly
stated the â
€œmysteryâ
€ and
provided a
brief
summary of
at least two
reasonable
and scholarly
(2) theories
which could
explain the
mystery.
ThoroughlyÂ 
included the
source or
promoter of
each theory
â€“ such as a
scientist, a
historian, a
theologian,
etc.


2. Identify
one (1) of the
theories as
the most
plausible and
provide at
least two (2)
convincing
reasons why
the theory
you have
chosen is the
best one to
explain the
mystery.
Weight: 35%


Did not submit
or incompletely
identified one
(1) of the
theories as the
most plausible
and did not
submit or
incompletely
provided at
least two (2)
convincing
reasons why
the theory you
have chosen is
the best one to
explain the
mystery.


Insufficiently
identified one
(1) of the
theories as the
most plausible
and
insufficiently
provided at
least two (2)
convincing
reasons why
the theory you
have chosen
is the best one
to explain the
mystery.


Partially
identified
one (1) of
the
theories as
the most
plausible
and
partially
provided at
least two
(2)
convincing
reasons
why the
theory you
have
chosen is
the best
one to
explain the
mystery.


Satisfactorily
identified one
(1) of the
theories as
the most
plausible and
satisfactorily
provided at
least two (2)
convincing
reasons why
the theory you
have chosen
is the best
one to explain
the mystery.


Thoroughly
identified
one (1) of the
theories as
the most
plausible
and
thoroughly
provided at
least two (2)
convincing
reasons why
the theory
you have
chosen is the
best one to
explain the
mystery.


3. Â 2
references
minimumÂ 


No references
provided


Does not meet
the required
number of


Does not
meet the
required


Meets number
of required
references; all


Exceeds
number of
required








(besides
class text)â€“
number and
quality
Weight: 5%


references; all
references
poor quality
choices.


number of
references;
some
references
poor
quality
choices.


references
high quality
choices.


references;
all
references
high quality
choices.


4. Clarity,
writing
mechanics,
referencing,
and APA
formatting
requirements,
including a
reference list
and matching
in-text
citations
Â Weight:
20%


More than 8
errors present


7-8 errors
present


5-6 errors
present


3-4 errors
present


0-2 errors
present
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